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StabilometryThere are now domains where information is recorded over a period of time, leading to sequences of data
known as time series. In many domains, like medicine, time series analysis requires to focus on certain
regions of interest, known as events, rather than analyzing the whole time series.
In this paper, we propose a framework for knowledge discovery in both one-dimensional and multidi-
mensional time series containing events. We show how our approach can be used to classify medical time
series by means of a process that identiﬁes events in time series, generates time series reference models
of representative events and compares two time series by analyzing the events they have in common.
We have applied our framework on time series generated in the areas of electroencephalography (EEG)
and stabilometry. Framework performance was evaluated in terms of classiﬁcation accuracy, and the
results conﬁrmed that the proposed schema has potential for classifying EEG and stabilometric signals.
The proposed framework is useful for discovering knowledge from medical time series containing
events, such as stabilometric and electroencephalographic time series. These results would be equally
applicable to other medical domains generating iconographic time series, such as, for example, electro-
cardiography (ECG).
 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is a non-trivial process
that aims to extract useful, implicit and previously unknown
knowledge from large volumes of data. Data mining is a discipline
that is part of the KDD process and is related to different ﬁelds of
computing like artiﬁcial intelligence, databases or software
engineering [1]. Data mining techniques can be applied to solve a
wide range of problems.
There are many data mining techniques and algorithms for
analyzing single-valued data. But more and more domains are
generating large volumes of continuous data streams. Because of
its particularities, this data type, called time series, requires
special-purpose analysis techniques.
Formally, a time series can be deﬁned as a sequence TS of time-
ordered data TS = {TSt, t = 1, . . . ,N}, where t represents time, N is the
number of observations made during that time period and TSt is
the value measured at time instant t. In some domains, the valueof not one but several observations might be measured at each
time point, leading to multidimensional time series.
Time series analysis poses many problems, which are addressed
by different data mining techniques. One key problem is to com-
pare two time series, that is, to determine a measure of similarity
indicating how alike the two time series are. The comparison of
two time series is one of the major problems in time series analy-
sis. If we have a measure of similarity between two time series, we
can identify different patterns in a set of time series, search for one
particular pattern in a time series, simplify a set of time series by
ﬁnding similar time series, etc. In sports medicine, for example, it
can be used to measure the progress of an injured athlete’s recov-
ery. Most existing techniques compare one whole series with
another whole series [2,3]. However, there are many problems
where it is requisite to focus on certain regions of interest, known
as events, rather than analyzing the whole time series [4]. This
applies to many different domains. An illustrative example outside
the ﬁeld of medicine is seismography, where the points of interest
occur when the time series shows an earthquake, volcanic activity
leading up to the earthquake or replicas.
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series event is closely related to the concept of entropy. System
entropy is the amount of information that a set of system symbols
contain. If systems are in this case time series, the events are the
regions of the time series that contain most information, that is,
that have greater entropy [5].
Time series that contain events are analyzed by comparing the
events in one time series with the events in another to determine
which event types the two time series have in common. To do this,
there has to be a mechanism for calculating the distance between
each pair of events in the two series.
The conception of what an event is varies from domain to
domain. Suppose, for instance, that the events of the time series
in a particular domain are the peaks generated by the local max-
ima. Given two time series, SA and SB (Fig. 1a), there are two regions
of interest in series SA and three in series SB. Let us assume that in
this particular domain the interesting features of the events are
duration and amplitude (Fig. 1b). Comparing the two series, we
ﬁnd that the ﬁrst event in SA (EA1) is very like the second in SB
(EB2) because both events have a similar duration and amplitude.
The third event in SB (EB3) is also very like the second in SA (EA2).
In this case, series SA and SB have two events in common and are,
therefore, very alike.
Another key data mining problem is the construction of a refer-
ence model from a set of time series. A reference model of a set of
time series can be regarded as the time series that best represents
that set. Experts can gain useful, clear and structured knowledge
about a group of individuals from the reference model of a set of
time series because the reference model contains the elements or
patterns that the time series associated with those individuals
have in common. Reference models built from time series of
individuals suffering from a particular disease are very useful in
medicine for conﬁrming or ruling out whether other patients have
the disease in question. Like time series comparison methods, most
reference model generation techniques analyze the whole time
series, and are not, therefore, applicable to time series that contain
events.
The extraction of knowledge from time series that contain
events is a challenging, open and unique problem that existing
techniques do not cover as they analyze the whole time series.
To solve this problem, we propose a framework for event-based
knowledge discovery. The main contributions of our framework
described in this article are:(a) Time Series SA
 and SB
Fig. 1. Two time series and1. A method for comparing two time series that compares the
events in the above time series.
2. A method for generating reference models in time series based
on cluster analysis.
The preprocessing tool used in these contributions is a time ser-
ies event deﬁnition language applicable to one-dimensional and
multidimensional time series, which we proposed and validated
in a previous research [5]. Domain experts can use this language
to simply and straightforwardly deﬁne events likely to appear in
domain time series. Other approaches regarding event identiﬁca-
tion are [6,7].
We believe that our framework advances the ﬁeld of medical
data mining, as it addresses the challenge open problem of knowl-
edge extraction from medical time series that contain events. In
fact, our framework has many potential uses in medical data min-
ing, like clustering, outlier detection and classiﬁcation of medical
time series that contain events.
The principal aim of this article is to describe the above contri-
butions and illustrate its use for classifying medical time series
that contain events.
We believe that the proposed framework has several advanta-
ges that make a major contribution to the ﬁeld:
 It is able to extract knowledge from medical time series that
contain events. Users can address data mining problems in
domains that generate this type of time series that existing
techniques are unable to process.
 It is able to calculate a measure of similarity between medical
time series. This solves higher level problems like, for example,
clustering or outlier time series detection.
 It is able to build interpretable reference models, which is
always a plus in medical data mining. This can help experts to
gain a better understanding of their discipline and thereby favor
its progress.
Our framework is a combination of contributions that can be
used to address multiple problems regarding knowledge discovery
in medical time series containing events. One such problem is the
classiﬁcation of time series, which is the focus of this article.
Generally speaking, the application of computer science to
medicine is not a new development [38–48]. Data mining, for
example, has very often been applied in the medical domain,(b) Features of Events 
Event ID Duration Amplitude 
EA1 5.1 2.3
EA2
EB1
EB2
EB3
3 4.3
2.8 3.9
4.8 2.2
2.9 4.2
their event features.
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the major data mining applications over recent years in different
branches of medicine are summarized in [75]. This survey reveals
that patient classiﬁcation for diagnostic purposes is the most com-
mon data mining application. In this respect, different classiﬁca-
tion techniques (neural networks and decision trees) have been
applied as a diagnosis support tool for heart disease [76], breast
cancer [77], diabetes [78] and childhood obesity [79], etc.
However, most of these applications operate on data tables
without a time component, unlike the research reported in this
paper which focuses on the analysis of time series. Speciﬁcally,
we have applied the proposed framework to time series generated
in two medical domains: electroencephalography (EEG) and stabil-
ometry. EEG is a neurological exploration used to diagnose nervous
system disorders; stabilometry is a branch of medicine that inves-
tigates human balance. The positive results attest to the validity of
the framework for addressing time series classiﬁcation in the
above domains. The framework is equally applicable to electrocar-
diography (ECG), magnetic resonance (MR) and computerized axial
tomography (CAT), where it is useful for searching and locating
neural correlates of mental activity.
The proposed framework (described in Section 3) will be
applied to this type of time series. The results of applying the
framework will be discussed in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 will ana-
lyze the scope of application of our proposal, whereas the ﬁndings
and future work will be detailed in Section 7. First, we will present
work related to our research in Section 2.
Table 1 summarizes the notation used in the paper.2. State of the art
Many time series data mining techniques are reported in the
literature. As discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, there are several
proposals for comparing and extracting reference models from
two time series. However, in domains where time series contain
events, the proposals fall short, because, as far as we know, they
use all time series regions for the comparison, even though some
of them are potentially of no interest to experts. Section 2.3
describes some of the most interesting research on event identiﬁ-
cation. The proposed framework has been used to classify time ser-
ies, a popular data mining problem that is described in Section 2.4.Table 1
Symbol table.
Symbol Explanation
TS Any time series
N Number of timestamps in a time series
TSt Timestamp of the TS at time t
SA, SB Time series for comparison
EAi ith event of time series SA
EBj jth event of time series SB
D Matrix of distances among events in SA and SB
Dij <i, j>th cell of matrix D
S Set of time series
n Number of time series in set S
Si ith time series in set S (i = 1, ... ,n)
K Number of problem classes
Ci ith class of problem (i = 1, ... ,K)
Mi Reference model that represents time series in class Ci
M Any reference model
SNEW Time series for classiﬁcation
Cj Class assigned to SNEW (j = 1, ... ,K)
q Total number of events in the time series under analysis
Ep pth event of all events (p = 1, ... ,q)
m Typical number of events in the time series under analysis
k Number of clusters after event clustering
Gi ith cluster of clusters after clustering (i = 1, ... ,k)
r Mean number of events per cluster
EGi Most representative event of the event cluster Gi*2.1. Time series data comparison
Time series are used in many domains. Over the last few years, a
lot of research related to time series has been carried out in
domains as far apart as medicine [8], the ﬁnancial sector [9] or traf-
ﬁc control [10].
There are many techniques for comparing time series and
extracting common subsequences. A technique for comparing time
series based on the Fourier transform is proposed in [1]. The aim is
to extract a number of coefﬁcients from the time series using the
discrete Fourier transform, that is, by switching from the time to
the frequency domain. Techniques based on alternatives to the
Fourier transform, like the wavelet transform [3,11,12] have also
been proposed.
The landmarks-based technique [13] proposes a method for
comparing time series where the singular points (landmarks) of
the curve, that is, the maximums, minimums and break points,
have to be stored. It proposes the use of six transformations that
are applied to the landmarks. Several features of the landmarks
are invariant to the application of certain transformations, and only
the invariant features of each transformation are taken into
account when looking for series that are similar under certain
transformations [14].
According to the clustering techniques taxonomy described in
[67], the above proposals belong to the group of feature-based
clustering techniques. These techniques bear some resemblance
to our proposal which is also based on feature extraction, except
that our proposal characterizes different events of interest rather
than the whole time series.
Other proposals operate directly on the time series. Some of the
most interesting approaches use the time warping distance con-
cept. Time warping is based on the idea that two series are similar
provided that the distance between the two series is less than a
certain threshold when one time series is compressed on the time
axis [15,16]. Another type of technique uses minimum bounding
rectangles (MBR) to compare time series [17].
The last group of techniques is based on the use of models to
compare two time series. Different and innovative proposals have
emerged within this group. Some of these methods use Markovian
models to compare time series [18], others use models based on
graph theory [19], others again are based on comparing time series
by looking at how they change shape [20], etc.
Of the above, the wavelet-based technique bears most resem-
blance to our proposal, as it is to some extent able to identify
events. The drawback of this proposal is, however, that the identi-
ﬁed events (wavelets) do not necessarily match the segments of
interest to domain experiments. The other techniques discussed
in this section are useful for comparing two whole time series.
These techniques apply different methods to extract information
on the entire time series. It is essential in many domains, like
EEG or stabilometry, to focus only on regions of interest (events)
in the time series. The framework proposed here aims to ﬁnd a
solution to the problem of comparing this type of time series that
the above techniques do not cover.
2.2. Time series reference model
Apart from comparing time series, techniques designed to gen-
erate a representative model from a set of time series are of special
interest for the research reported here.
There is a group of techniques that, before generating the
model, propose a time series dimensionality reduction based on
transforms, like the Fourier [2] or wavelet transforms [3]. In this
case, the coefﬁcients of the respective transform are obtained
and then used to generate models by calculating their mean value,
for example. In [21] a dimensionality reduction is also proposed as
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ciﬁc generalization that clusters similar regions of the time series.
The above techniques build reference models from the values of
all points in the time series. The proposal developed in our
research, however, aims to analyze the periods of the series that
are of special interest. In this respect, it bears some similarities
to the technique presented in [22], which adopts the approach of
ﬁrst transforming the time series to a set of events. Chen et al. con-
sider an event to be a subsequence of a time series that satisﬁes
certain conditions set in each case [22]. They share our view of
event introduced by Povinelli in [4]. They analyze the time series
transformed to event sequences, using a technique called interval
temporal logic. Even though it requires a previous step to trans-
form the time series to the same magnitude, this course of action
is highly versatile. The technique described in [22], which is very
useful for discovering the temporal relations between series
events, requires major low-level changes to deﬁne the conditions
determining which regions of the time series are of interest. On
the other hand, our proposal attempts to solve the problem of
the high speciﬁcity of existing solutions by setting up a general-
purpose framework that is easily adaptable to multiple domains.
Unlike the above, there are model generation methods that deal
directly with the time series without any previous dimensionality
reduction or simpliﬁcation step. This applies to the work presented
in [23]. This proposal is one of a group of techniques with a philos-
ophy based on extracting time series segments (patterns) that are
common to a signiﬁcant number of time series and could therefore
be a feature of a group. It deﬁnes a pattern extraction algorithm
with no pattern length speciﬁcation. Other noteworthy papers
likewise addressing the problem of detecting subsequences which
frequently appear in more than one time series are [24–26].
In some domains, the above techniques can be troublesome as it
can generate reference models with segments that are of little or
no interest to domain experts. Our framework reduces dimension-
ality by locating and characterizing events using a set of interesting
attributes. Domain expert knowledge is added for this purpose.
This prevents the above problem, which is the result of some time
series regions being meaningless.
Another possibility is to apply some of the clustering techniques
reported in [67] to build reference models. We have applied clus-
tering techniques in our research in order to classify a time series
by determining its similarity to different reference models gener-
ated as archetypes of each class rather than for modelling
purposes.
2.3. Events
A major issue regarding time series where the interesting infor-
mation is conﬁned to certain regions of interest is how to identify
those regions or events. Event identiﬁcation can be considered ﬁrst
and foremost as a preprocessing step in preparation for later data
mining tasks.
In this respect, the ﬁeld of temporal abstraction is widely recog-
nized as a consolidated intermediate step in understanding and
processing time series, as illustrated in [68,69]. The acquisition
and maintenance of domain-speciﬁc temporal-abstraction knowl-
edge used to create meaningful interval-based abstractions from
raw time-stamped clinical data is described in [68]. In [69], previ-
ous research into the development of intelligent clinical data anal-
ysis systems that incorporate temporal abstraction mechanisms is
surveyed. However, most of these papers make no mention of the
concept of time series event as the key component for driving tem-
poral abstraction.
Other earlier research is based on the search for events within
time series. Research reported in [70] develops a uniﬁcation-based
temporal grammar designed to deﬁne time series sequences andevents. A sequence is regarded as a time interval in which the mea-
sured value of a particular single-valued attribute remains close to
a speciﬁed threshold value, whereas an event is an interval in
which two or more sequences are superposed. Domain experts
unfamiliar with this complex events notation based on single-val-
ued sequences would ﬁnd the grammar hard to use unless they
were expert programmers. However, this research lays the founda-
tion for the ideas proposed here: temporal abstractions of time ser-
ies as events, one of the most successful trends in the ﬁeld of KDD
for multidimensional and real-world clinical data, as well as null
hypothesis testing, as reported in [71]. This type of event-based
abstraction was developed for TRACE [72], a graphical time series
analysis and annotation tool for selecting regions of interest, which
is useful for reducing database complexity and selecting time
intervals of relevance in a particular domain, although it cannot
explicitly annotate events within the series.
There are other papers dealing with the topic of events identiﬁ-
cation in time series. In [27], they propose a way of deﬁning events
using a function of interest that evaluates each and every subse-
quence in the time series with the resulting computational cost.
Apart from this, there are not, as far as we know, many proposals
focusing on time series events deﬁnition. What we more often
come across are methods for dividing a time series into
subsequences. These methods are based, for example, on statistical
concepts like the change point [28] or the use of genetic algorithms
[29]. Additionally, the proposed techniques tend to be domain spe-
ciﬁc and are not easily applicable to other domains as the source
code of the applications would have to be modiﬁed at a very low
level for this purpose. This applies to the TSDM framework [30],
proposing a set of methods for identifying events in the ﬁnancial
domain. Likewise, most event processing methods are applicable
to one-dimensional time series. This way, they obviate the com-
plexity of multidimensional time series, where there are possible
dependencies among the different time series attributes (dimen-
sions). A specialized method for identifying T-patterns in the ﬁeld
of psychology is proposed in [31]. This method is very closely cou-
pled to the domain for which it was devised and hard to use in
other areas.
The framework developed as a result of our research aims to
overcome the weaknesses of the above approaches with respect
to portability and multidimensional time series issues.
Regarding event management, there is another important line
of works, which is related to causality detection. In other words,
two time series can be very similar except that one happens before
another. This line of research, which differs from the aim of our
research, has already been dealt with at length in the literature
[32,33].
For an exhaustive description of the language elements and
rules that govern events deﬁnition, see [5].2.4. Time series classiﬁcation
Time series classiﬁcation has gained in importance in recent
years. The most precise and robust proposals are based on the sim-
ple nearest neighbor algorithm [34–36]. Despite its accuracy and
robustness, the nearest neighbor algorithm has sizeable drawbacks
like, for example, its high computational cost or the fact that it does
not indicate why an object is placed in a particular class. Examin-
ing this algorithm from the viewpoint of the event problem with
which we are concerned, the nearest neighbor algorithm has
another major weakness: it does not enact an introspective time
series event analysis process. For some reason, the analysis of the
distance between the events in the time series takes precedence
over the analysis of the distance between time series when the
time series contains events.
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in [37]. It is based on locating distinctive subsequences in time
series. These sequences do not necessarily have to match the
segments of interest to experts. The representative of each class
has to be a continuous segment of the time series, which, from
the viewpoint of the problem of classifying times series with
events, is again a disadvantage. Generally, the reference model of
a class will not necessarily be a single event; it may be deﬁned
by the expert as a combination of multiple events that take place
at different times.
Note, with regard to time series dimensionality, that multidi-
mensional time series are harder to classify. In this respect, other
authors have explored the multidimensional time series
classiﬁcation problem. The research described in [73], developing
a temporal abstraction framework for generating multidimen-
sional time series features suitable for classiﬁcation tasks, is a
prominent example. It proposes an algorithm called STF-Mine that
automatically mines discriminative temporal abstraction patterns
from the time series data and uses them to learn a classiﬁcation
model.
Multidimensional time series classiﬁcation has also been
addressed more recently in [74], proposing a framework for
multidimensional time series classiﬁcation that weights the class
prediction from each time series dimension. These weights are
based not only on each stream’s previous track record on the class
it is currently predicting, but also on the distance from the unla-
beled object. Albeit similar to our idea, neither this nor the previ-
ous proposal distinguishes the regions of interest to experts and
are thus of limited applicability for solving the problems stated
in this article.3. Proposed solution: a framework for classifying time series
containing events
This section describes the proposed framework for classifying
time series containing events.3.1. Time series classiﬁcation strategy
In Section 2, we introduced some of the problems that data
mining techniques can deal with. We also mentioned several pro-
posals that have emerged lately to solve such problems. Despite
the efforts in the data mining ﬁeld, however, many problems
remain open.
The main disadvantage of the techniques reported in the litera-
ture is that they analyze whole time series, obviating the fact that
the only worthwhile analysis in many domains is of regions of
interest.
In this paper we propose a general framework for knowledge
discovery in time series applicable to domains, like medicine,
where the time series contain events of interest for experts. In par-
ticular, this article shows how the proposed framework can be
used to classify one-dimensional and multidimensional time ser-
ies. Generally, the steps to be taken to apply this framework to
any particular domain are as follows:
1. Understand domain data.
2. Deﬁne domain events. The different types of events that can
occur in time series have to be deﬁned. To do this, ﬁrst, it is nec-
essary to seek expert help to establish the conditions determin-
ing which time series regions are events. Based on these
conditions, the different types of events will be deﬁned using
the language proposed by the authors in [5].
3. Implement an ad hoc method in a high-level language to extract
the key features of the domain events.As we have seen, traditional techniques have weaknesses as
regards domains with event-based time series, such as failure to
consider events, domain dependency (very low-level changes to
the application source code are required for use in different
domains) or non-portability. Because of these weaknesses, experts
ﬁnd such techniques very hard (and impossible in some cases) to
apply, leading to a waste of vast quantities of potentially useful
data. This framework is a tool specially designed to help domain
experts extract knowledge from time series and overcome the deﬁ-
ciencies of other techniques. Our proposal is a special-purpose tool
for knowledge discovery in time series based on event analysis.
The reported framework can be considered as a classiﬁer that is
able to classify a new time series (SNEW) according to a predeﬁned
set of classes Ci (is = 1,2, . . . ,K). To do this, we have developed two
methods that constitute the groundwork of our framework:
1. A method for comparing two time series that contain events.
2. A method of generating reference models based on a set of time
series containing events.
Apart from the above two methods, we have also proposed a
time series events deﬁnition language. This events deﬁnition lan-
guage enables domain experts to simply and naturally deﬁne
which events are likely to appear in the domain time series. The
time series classiﬁcation process uses the time series events iden-
tiﬁed by this mechanism as part of a strategy that combines the
use of a method for comparing two time series and a method for
generated reference models based on a set of time series that con-
tain events. The main feature of these methods is that they are
based on a detailed analysis of the time series events. They are
therefore applicable in domains not covered by the proposals
reported in the literature. The time series classiﬁcation strategy
is as follows:
1. Generate, for each class Ci (i = 1,2, . . . ,K), a reference model (Mi)
from a set S = S1,S2, . . . ,Sn of training time series. The set of time
series should be large enough for each considered class. In sta-
tistics, a sample of size n > 30 is considered to be representative
enough.
2. Compare the new time series (SNEW) with each reference model
Mi (i = 1,2, . . . ,K) created in step 1.
3. Select that class Cj whose reference model Mj is most similar to
the new time series SNEW, such that Cj = Ci | similarity
(SNEW,Mj) = min(similarity(SNEW,Mi))"i = 1,2, . . . ,K.
This strategy is illustrated in Fig. 2, which offers an overview of
the proposed framework structure. The framework receives a new
time series, SNEW (a), and returns as a result the particular class, Cj
(b). To do this, the classiﬁer module has to read the previously gen-
erated reference models (one for each class) in a database and
compare each model against the new time series (c). The selected
class will depend on the resulting similarity. To do this, the frame-
work includes a method for comparing time series.
One reference model for each class i = 1,2, . . . ,K. Mi has to have
been previously generated to be able to classify the SNEW series. The
module responsible for generating these reference models based
on a set of time series S is the reference model creator module (d).
Clearly, both the time series comparison method and the refer-
ence model generator method require knowledge of events present
in the time series under analysis. In order to compare two times
series, we ﬁrst have to extract the events that they contain. Addi-
tionally, time series events also have to be extracted beforehand
in order to generate a reference model of a set of times series.
Therefore, the event deﬁnition language is a tool providing input
for the other methods. Within the framework, the event deﬁnition
Fig. 2. Framework for data mining time series containing events.
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which the time series dimensionality is reduced by extracting
events that are processed by the other framework methods.
To do this, there is a module that identiﬁes and outputs a list of
events occurring in the input time series. The events identiﬁer
method is generated automatically from a particular events deﬁni-
tion (e) by the domain expert using the events deﬁnition language
proposed in this framework. This events deﬁnition is translated by
a translator module that generates source code implementing an
events identiﬁer method in a high-level language, C# in this case
(f). This source code is the input and kernel of the events identiﬁer
module (g).
The identiﬁed events are analyzed by the event feature or attri-
bute extractor module (h). The events feature extractor module is
the only specialized part of the framework and has to be imple-
mented ad hoc for each domain. A typical feature extracted will
be the timestamp at which the events take place. This feature
can be used by our framework to analyze the order relationship
between events contained in time series.
In order to classify times series, our framework uses the func-
tionalities for comparing time series and building reference mod-
els, and the proposed mechanism for identifying events. This
mechanism operates as a preprocessing tool in our framework.
These three contributions are described in the following.
3.2. Events deﬁnition language
The proposed framework for classifying time series requires a
mechanism for identifying events. There are few proposals in the
literature that deal with the problem of event identiﬁcation [27–
31]. In actual fact, methods usually divide a time series into subse-
quences based mainly on statistical concepts such as the change
point. Many such techniques are not general enough for use in
more than one domain, as no two domains are the same, and there-
fore the conditions determining whether or not something is an
event are particular to each domain. Indeed, very low-levelchanges to the source code are required in order to apply these
techniques in other domains.
This is compounded by the circumstance that most techniques
deal with events in one-dimensional time series, obviating the
complexity arising when we have multidimensional time series,
as there may be dependencies among the different attributes
(dimensions) of the time series.
To overcome the weaknesses of existing techniques, which may
be too speciﬁc for use in different domains and with multidimen-
sional time series, we have proposed a formal events deﬁnition
language enabling domain users to deﬁne events in domain time
series. The language is of no use for deﬁning events without the
participation of domain experts. However, events are easy and
intuitive for experts to deﬁne using a very high level language,
which, as we will see in the examples, is very like natural language.
Apart from the events deﬁnition language, we have developed a
translator that checks whether an events deﬁnition obeys the lan-
guage rules and is lexically, syntactically and semantically correct.
Otherwise, errors are reported to the user. If the events deﬁnition is
correct, it is translated to source code in a high-level language (C#
in this case). In this section, we give an overview of the proposed
language and the developed translation tool.
To specify the events deﬁnition language, we have enacted a
process that aims to simulate how human beings visualizing a time
series naturally locate events. To identify events, people intuitively
try to locate points in the series that have certain particularities.
Generally, these are points at which the series takes an outlier
value with respect to the other points of the series. These points
are usually maximums, minimums, points at which the series
intersects a particular value, etc. Sometimes, these points of inter-
est have to be ﬁltered to determine which are really interesting
and which do not meet the necessary conditions to be so. After
locating the points of interest, human beings search backwards
in the series for the point that meets a particular condition signify-
ing the start of the event. Similarly, they search forward in the ser-
ies to determine where the event ends. Normally these start and
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before and after the occurrence of the event.
The proposed language uses basic concepts of set theory, logic,
algebra and descriptive statistics. Set theory is necessary as the
points of interest of the series are located by means of a process
of reﬁning more general sets of points as described earlier. Logic
is required to establish the conditions that determine what a point
of interest in the series really is and what conditions such points
have to meet to be part of an event. Algebra plays a fundamental
role as arithmetic operations are needed to perform calculations
on sets of points of interest in the series and their respective value.
Finally, descriptive statistics is used to represent the normality or
stability of the series, where such normality is represented by
means of descriptive measures of centralization and dispersion,
such as the mean, mode or standard deviation. These measures
are used to determine regions of the series that are removed from
normality and have high entropy and which, therefore, are poten-
tial events.
From the formal viewpoint, the proposed language uses an
ALFEUC-type description logic [49], that is, a description logic that
models concepts, roles and individuals and also includes functional
properties to characterize events using descriptive statistics, full
existential qualiﬁcation to algebraically model the comparison
against models or patterns and concept union and negation to pro-
cess time series according to set theory. Some of the elements of
the language are predeﬁned and others will have to be deﬁned
for each particular domain. The aim is to offer a simple language
that is comprehensive enough to be generally applicable.
The events deﬁnition procedure is as follows:
1. Deﬁne the set of points of interest in the time series, which will
be the basis for deﬁning events. Note that these sets refer to
time instants (timestamps) and not to the value that the time
series takes at that time instant. Therefore, these sets will be
ordered, will not contain repeated elements and will include
only positive integer values.
2. Use of the basic language elements and sets of points of interest
to deﬁne events.
We have devised a series of basic predeﬁned elements for the
events deﬁnition language that will usable in any domain as an
aid for users who will not have to deﬁne such elements. These ele-
ments are outlined in Table 2.
The language also includes other basic elements present in any
language, such as, for example, identiﬁers, numerical and logical
constants.
The body of each events deﬁnition is delimited by braces and
preceded by the reserved word def. The def body contains the three
types of elements described below. An events deﬁnition can
include any number of elements provided that they are arranged
in the following order.
i. Statement of time series
The time series can be either multidimensional or one-
dimensional, but only real number series are considered (if
they were integer value series, all the values would be trans-
formed to real numbers). To deﬁne a time series, we use the
reserved word series and then we specify the name of the
time series. A statement can include any number of time ser-
ies (at least one), where each statement is separated by a
semicolon (;). The ﬁrst two rows of Table 3 specify the
details of the syntax for stating time series together with
several examples.
No two time series can have the same name. Once a time
series has been deﬁned, it will then be able to be used for
deﬁning statistics and basic sets of time series. Additionally,time series will also be able to be used as part of an arith-
metical expression.
ii. Deﬁnition of sets of points of interest
The sets of points of interest contain timestamps that the
domain expert considers to be relevant and are the basis
for later deﬁning events.
A set of points of interest is always deﬁned from sets previ-
ously deﬁned or predeﬁned in the language. This simpliﬁes
the expert’s job. There are two options that we will detail
below: the ﬁrst uses conditions to deﬁne a set from elements
of another pre-existing set; the second uses operators to
deﬁne sets.
No two sets can have the same name. Once a set has been
deﬁned, it can then be used to deﬁne other sets and to deﬁne
events. A deﬁnition can include any number of sets (even
none), where each deﬁnition is separated by a semicolon (;). Condition-based deﬁnition. In this case, sets can be
deﬁned based on the elements of pre-existing sets by ﬁl-
tering with a condition. To do this, we use the notation
described in Table 3. The set_name’ identiﬁer must cor-
respond to a previously deﬁned (predeﬁned or derived)
set. The language includes the following predeﬁned sets:
max, which contains all the timestamps of a time series
in which there exists a local maximum, and min, which
contains all the timestamps of a time series in which
there is a local minimum. The scope of the id1 identiﬁer
is conﬁned to the braces that are used to deﬁne the set.
Table 3 includes an example of a set called MaxMulti-
ples50 composed of the all the timestamps of the time
series TSA where there is a local maximum and that
are multiples of 50. Operator-based deﬁnition. In this case, a set is deﬁned
fromanother twosets deﬁnedpreviouslyusing theunion,
intersection and difference operations. Again the nota-
tion used is listed in Table 3. In this case, new_set is the
name of the new set that is to be deﬁned and old_set1
and old_set2 are previously deﬁned sets. Neither old_set1
nor old_set2 can bear the same name as new_set. On the
other hand, OPERATOR can take the values of joint
(union), intersec (intersection) or diff (difference).
Table 3 includes several examples of the deﬁnition of
sets using the above operators.iii. Deﬁnition of events proper
An event type is always deﬁned using points of previously
deﬁned sets, and an event peculiar point, plus the event start
and end points, are determined. The events deﬁnition nota-
tion is listed in the bottom two rows of Table 3. The set_-
name, set_name1 and set_name2 identiﬁers must correspond
to the previously deﬁned sets. These can be the same or dif-
ferent sets. The scope of the peculiar_point is conﬁned to the
braces used to deﬁne the events.The bottom row in Table 3 includes an events deﬁnition exam-
ple that uses the setMaxMultiples50 deﬁned earlier in Table 3. Sup-
pose that, in a particular domain, the points of this set are the
peculiar points and that the events start at a timestamp before
and end at a timestamp after these peculiar points. Considering
that previous and next are two predeﬁned language operators
(respectively returning the previous and next element to one given
in a particular set), this type of events are deﬁned as illustrated in
the bottom row of Table 3.
The conditions used to deﬁne sets of points and events can be
built from expressions and relational and set operators. Addition-
ally, compound conditions can be deﬁned using the logic operators
Table 2
Basic events deﬁnition language elements.
Basic elements Description
Time series Deﬁnition Ordered set of measurements in a time interval; dimensions are conceived as interdependent mathematical
functions in multidimensional time series
Example stockexchange_price series;
Statistical
measures
Deﬁnition A series of basic predefined statistical measures is defined for each dimension
Examples Average (avg), mode (mode), median (med), standard deviation (stdev) and variance (var)
Sets of predeﬁned
points
Deﬁnition Some points tend to be of interest in most domains, like, for example, the moments in the series where a maximum
is reached
Examples Series timestamps (timestamps), local maxima (max) and local minima(min)
Arithmetical
operators
Deﬁnition Basic arithmetical operators
Examples +, , , /, etc.
Relational
operators
Deﬁnition Operators that are useful for comparing and establishing relationships among elements
Examples <, >, <=, etc.
Arithmetical
functions
Deﬁnition More sophisticated arithmetical functions
Examples Square root (sqrt), exponent (exp), absolute value (abs), etc.
Logic operators Deﬁnition Operators that can be applied to Boolean type data
Examples AND, OR, NOT
Set operators Deﬁnition Operators for handling sets
Examples £, \, S, , , , # , ", $, etc.
Table 3
Events deﬁnition language syntax.
Events deﬁnition parts Description
Time series Syntax series series_name;
Examples series series1;
series series2;
Sets of points of interest Using conditions Syntax set set_name
{ id1 in set_name’
such that CONDITION};
Example set MaxMultiples50
{x in max(TSA) such that ((x% 50) == 0)};
Using operators Syntax set new_set= old_set1 OPERATOR old_set2;
Examples set mySet= mySet1 joint mySet2;
set mySet’= mySet1 diff mySet2;
set mySet’’ = mySet1 intersec mySet2;
Events Syntax event event_name
{peculiar_point in set_name,
start in set_name1,
end in set_name2
such that CONDITION }
Example event ev
{peculiar_point in MaxMultiples50,
start in TSA,
end in TSA
such that
previous(peculiar_point, TSA) == start
&& next(peculiar_point, TSA) == end};
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simple or compound. Simple expressions can be integers, real or
Boolean. Compound expressions are deﬁned using the different
arithmetic operators and set operators.
Table 3 shows examples of one-dimensional time series. Note,
however, that, thanks to its ﬂexibility, the proposed language is able
to create expressions involving the different dimensions of a multi-
dimensional time series. This enables effective preprocessing of
multidimensional series in search of events that are characterized
for later use in data mining tasks, like, for example, classiﬁcation.
For an exhaustive description of the language elements and
rules that govern events deﬁnition, see [5].
3.3. Comparison method
The time series comparison method was designed to emulate
the procedure that experts would enact. We examined a number
of different medical domains, including the domains described in
this article.We had access in each domain to a panel of from three to ﬁve
physicians, specialized in the respective ﬁeld and without special-
ized data mining knowledge. Each panel was given different cases
and asked to use conventional methods to solve the problem of
comparing two time series using a process of iterative negotiation
called the Delphi method [50,51]. During this process, the experts
were observed and then interviewed to gather the knowledge
required to automatically replicate this process. Thus, we elicited
a series of guidelines and common criteria that experts use to visu-
ally compare two time series with events.
On this ground, our method is to some extent inspired, at least
partly, by the experts.
We have observed that experts faced with the problem of com-
paring two times series containing events proceed as follows:
1. They take an event in the ﬁrst time series and focus on its key
attributes.
2. They then look for a similar event in the second time series. If
they ﬁnd a similar event, they pair off these events.
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1 and 2.
4. Finally, depending on how many events they have managed to
pair off, they specify the degree of similarity between the series.
This degree of similarity will, of course, increase with the num-
ber of common events that they have identiﬁed in the time
series.
This process, common to all analyzed domain experts, is the
groundwork of our method. Rather than establishing heuristics,
the adopted design decisions have been taken in order to closely
emulate the process described above, and have been modeled very
generically in order to assure the applicability of our method in any
domain in which time series contain events.
Formally, the aim of the comparison method proposed here is to
ﬁnd a function F that takes two time series SA and SB and returns a
similarity value in the interval [0,1], where 0 indicates that the two
series are completely different and 1 denotes that the two series
are identical, as described in (1).
F : TS; TS! ½0; 1
F : SA; SB ! SimilarityðSA; SBÞ
ð1Þ
To determine similarity, the proposed method looks for events
that appear in both series. The more events that the two series
under comparison have in common, the closer similarity will be
to 1. The similarity of series that do not have any event in common
will be equal to 0.
To determine whether an event in one time series appears in
another, the event has to be characterized by means of a set of
attributes (which are normalized to prevent any attributes domi-
nating others) and compared with the other events in the other
series. To speed up this process, all the events present in the two
time series are clustered. Therefore, if two events belong to the
same cluster, they are similar. The goal is to ﬁnd events that are
members of the same cluster and belong to different time series.
Therefore, the proposed algorithm for extracting events
common to two time series SA and SB is:
Algorithm 1. Time series comparison
Input: Two time series, SA and SB.
Output: Similarity (SA,SB).
cluster all events Em of both time series //events that appear in
SA or in SB
for each cluster extracted from previous step do
while there are events of SA and SB in the cluster do
create all possible event pairs (EAi,EBj), where EAi 2 SA and
EBj 2 SB;
select the event pair that minimizes distance (EAi,EBj);
//Manhattan distance is used. This extracts the two most
alike events that are
//common to both series because they are in the same cluster,
belong to
//different time series and are nearest to each other
delete events EAi and EBj from the cluster;
return the pair (EAi,EBj); //(EAi,EBj) is an event common to
both series
end
end
return the similarity between SA and SB; //similarity is
calculated according to (2)
The algorithm extracts events common to the two series, yield-
ing a set of pairs of events such that pair (EAi,EBj) indicates that
event i of series SA is equal to (or similar enough to be consideredas equivalent) to event j of series SB. These pairs of common events
are used to determine the similarity value between time series
using (2) in which Ep denotes each of the events identiﬁed in both
series (q is the total number of events considering SA and SB).
SIMðSA; SBÞ ¼
P
i;jlength pairððEAi; EBjÞÞ
Pq
p¼1lengthðEpÞ
ð2Þ
In (2), length_pair is the length of pair (EAi,EBj) that is determined by
(3).
length pairððEAi; EBjÞÞ ¼ lengthðEAiÞ þ lengthðEBjÞ ð3Þ
On the other hand, length is the duration of a particular event Ep,
which, as shown in (4), is the difference in absolute value of the
time at which the event ends less the time at which it starts.
lengthðEpÞ ¼ jfinal timestampðEpÞ  initial timestampðEpÞj ð4Þ
The idea behind Eq. (2) is to compare the amount of a time ser-
ies that is common to the two time series (numerator) with respect
to the total amount of the useful time series, that is, with respect to
the total length of the events (denominator). The numerator and,
therefore also the similarity value, will increase in proportion to
the number of common events. If there is no event in common,
the numerator and the similarity value will be 0. If all the events
that are extracted are common, the similarity value will be 1.
Exceptionally the value of the denominator could be 0 if there
are no events to analyze. In this case, the similarity value will be 1.
The reasoning underlying Eq. (2), which is useful for calculating
the similarity between time series, is really the same as the Jaccard
similarity coefﬁcient. This coefﬁcient, whose formula is shown in
(5), measures the similarity between two sets of elements A and
B, deﬁned as the intersection between the two sets (elements in
common, A \ B) divided by the union of the two sets (all the ele-
ments in both sets, A
S
B) [52].
SIM JaccardðA;BÞ ¼ jA \ BjjA [ Bj ð5Þ
We studied other measures of similarity, such as Sorensen’s
similarity index [53], but we opted for the use of a similarity for-
mula inspired by the Jaccard index, as it is especially suited for
quantitative data, is a normalized similarity measure and takes
up the idea of identifying common elements inspiring our method
of comparison.
Some aspects of the event clustering process require further
explanation. To cluster events, it is necessary to calculate the dis-
tance between each pair of events. The distance between events
is also used when identifying pairs of similar events. In both cases
we opted to use the Manhattan distance [54]. This distance calcu-
lates the sum of the absolute differences between each of the event
coordinates. Note that the event coordinates are the attributes of
interest that characterize the events (for example, event amplitude
and duration in Fig. 1). These events will typically include the time-
stamp identifying when the event occurs within the time series, as
this will provide for a richer comparison of events by including
information on the total order of the occurrence of events in the
time series. These attributes will have been calculated in a previous
dimensionality reduction step as explained in Section 3.1 (see
Fig. 2h). We looked at other distance measures, but ﬁnally opted
for the Manhattan distance because the mean distance per attri-
bute is used during the clustering process to determine whether
two elements are members of the same cluster. This mean distance
per attribute is obtained straightforwardly by dividing the total
distance by the number of attributes. The use of theManhattan dis-
tance then saves time as it obviates additional transformations that
would make the clustering process more complex to develop and
more computationally intensive.
Fig. 3. Event clusters obtained for the example in Fig. 1.
Table 5
Matrix D of distances among events for the example in Fig. 1.
Iteration Analyzed
cluster
Are there events
from both series
in cluster?
Generated
pair
Deleted
events
Resulting
cluster
1 G1 = {EB1,EA2,EB3} Yes <EA2,EB3> EA2, EB3 G1 = {EB1}
2 G1 = {EB1} No – – –
3 G2 = {EB2, EA1} Yes <EB2,EA1> EB2, EA1 G2 = {£}
4 G2 = {£} No – –
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generation of ordered cluster sequences (hierarchies). The hierar-
chical structure is represented as a tree called dendrogram.
There are several cluster similarity criteria for combining the
two most similar clusters in an interaction. In this research, we
have used average-link, according to which the distance between
two clusters is calculated as the mean of the distances between
the elements of both clusters.
The implemented algorithm follows the principles applied in
AGNES (AGglomerative NESting) [55], one of the best-known bot-
tom-up hierarchical clustering algorithms. Hierarchical algorithms
rank among the most popular data mining algorithms, because,
among other things, they are fast to compute. Additionally, taking
into account that the proposal described here should be a general-
purpose method and there is no a priori information for specifying
the optimum number of clusters in each domain, bottom-up hier-
archical clustering is a good option, as there is no need to specify
the number of clusters k beforehand. After building the dendro-
gram, a parameter has to be set to determine the cut-off level for
cluster formation within the dendrogram. In this respect, we
decided to determine this parameter automatically as indicated
in [56].
In order to compare two time series, it is necessary to extract
their events. To do this, we have to analyze the two whole series,
meaning that the complexity of event extraction is O(2	N), where
N is the number of timestamps in each series. Then a hierarchical
clustering algorithm is executed on the extracted events. This leads
to a complexity O(q2), where q is the number of events in the two
series. The clusters are analyzed in order to obtain the common
events. To do this, we have to locate, for each event, the event with
the shortest distance to that event. This process has a complexity of
O(q3), which matches the overall complexity of the method of com-
parison, if we obviate the event identiﬁcation process. Cubic com-
plexity with respect to the number of events is in our opinion an
acceptable complexity as q
 N.
To illustrate how the time series comparison method works, we
will use the example shown in Fig. 1. There are two time series, SA
and SB, in the example. SA contains two events (EA1, EA2) and SB
includes three events (EB1, EB2, EB3). The ﬁrst step of the algorithm
enacts a clustering process on the above events. To do this, it ﬁrst
has to calculate the distance between each pair of events using the
Manhattan distance. The result is the symmetric distance matrix D
shown in Table 4. Each cell Dij in this matrix represents the dis-
tance between events i and j. For example, cell D21 = 2.05 repre-
sents the distance between the event that occupies position 2 in
the matrix rows (EA2) and the event that occupies position 1 in
the matrix columns (EA1). The amplitude of event EA2 is 4.3 and
its duration is 3. On the other hand, the amplitude of event EA1 is
2.3 and its duration is 5.1. These values yield a similarity value of
D21 = |4.3  3| + |2.3  5.1| = 1.3 + 2.8 = 4.1. The other values of
the matrix are calculated similarly using the Manhattan distance.
After calculating the matrix of distances among events, the
events are clustered. The result for the example case is shown in
Fig. 3, where there are two clusters, G1 = {EB1, EA2, EB3} and
G2 = {EB2, EA1}.
The algorithm analyses each of the resulting event clusters to
obtain the events that are common to both time series, as shownTable 4
Matrix D of distances among events for the example in Fig. 1.
Distance EA1 EA2 EB1 EB2 EB3
EA1 0 4.1 3.9 0.4 4.1
EA2 4.1 0 0.6 3.9 0.2
EB1 3.9 0.6 0 3.7 0.4
EB2 0.4 3.9 3.7 0 3.9
EB3 4.1 0.2 0.4 3.9 0in Table 5. The ﬁrst iteration of the for loop analyses G1. This cluster
is also analyzed to check whether it meets the internal while loop
condition. This condition is met in iteration 1, as cluster G1
contains events from both series. This being so, we create all the
possible pairs of events of the cluster <EAi,EBj>, where EAi 2 SA and
EBj 2 SB. These pairs are <EB1,EA2>, <EA2,EB3>, <EB1,EB3>. For each of
those pairs, the distance between the two events of the pair is
0.6, 0.2 and 0.4, respectively. Therefore, the pair with a minimum
distance between events is composed of events <EA2,EB3>. This pair
is returned as the common pair of events and will be taken into
account for the ﬁnal similarity calculation. At the same time, the
events that are members of the pair, EA2 and EB3, are removed from
the cluster and are not considered in future iterations. The result-
ing cluster G1 = {EB1} is analyzed again. This time, the internalwhile
loop condition is not met (iteration 2) and we move onto analyze
the next cluster G2. The analysis of this cluster is similar, and the
iteration generates the pair <EB2,EA1>. The iterative process ends
at iteration 4, where G2 is empty and there are no more clusters
to analyze.
At the end of this iterative process, we obtain the pairs <EA2,EB3>
and <EB2,EA1> as common pairs of events. We use the above pairs to
calculate the ﬁnal similarity between the time series using the
similarity formula proposed in Eq. (2). The result of the similarity
calculation is 0.849, as shown in the following:
SIMðSA;SBÞ¼ length pairððEA2;EB3ÞÞþ length pairððEB2;EA1ÞÞlengthðEA1Þþ lengthðEA2Þþ lengthðEB1Þþ lengthðEB2Þþ lengthðEB3Þ
¼ ð3þ2:9Þþð4:8þ5:1Þ
5:1þ3þ2:8þ4:8þ2:9¼0:849
The length of the events in time series similarity calculation
Eqs. (2)–(4) is deﬁned as the number of timestamps between the
start and end of the time series. For clarity’s sake, the computation
of above example was simpliﬁed and the readily available event
duration attribute was used instead of timestamps. The result is,
in any case, equivalent.3.4. Model generation method
Like the time series comparison method, the reference model
generation method is designed based on the analysis of how
experts enact this process. In this case, the same panels were used
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and asked to use traditional methods to solve the problem of refer-
ence model generation negotiating their decision over several
rounds according to the Delphi method. Again, the experts were
observed during this process and then interviewed to elicit the
knowledge that was to be adopted in our framework.
The process elicited from experts facing the problem of building
a reference model of a set of times series with events is as follows:
1. They take an event from the ﬁrst time series and they ﬁx its
most relevant attributes.
2. They then search the other time series for similar events. They
identify any events that they ﬁnd as representative of the group
and label them as candidates for membership of the ﬁnal refer-
ence model.
3. They take the next event in the ﬁrst time series and repeat steps
1 and 2. When they ﬁnish with the ﬁrst time series, they move
on to the other time series.
4. Finally, they analyze the candidate events and select the most
representative, that is, events that appear in more time series,
for inclusion in the model.
This method can, in a sense, be said to be prescribed by the
experts, as it aims to emulate and, partly, automate how they intu-
itively perform this process.
The proposed model generation method receives a set of time
series S = {S1,S2, ... ,Sn}, each containing a particular number of
events, and generates a reference model M that represents this
set of time series. The model M is built on the basis of the most
characteristic events. The most characteristic events of S are the
events that appear in the highest number of time series of S.
To ﬁnd out whether a particular event in a time series Si also
appears in another time series Sj (j– i), the event has to be charac-
terized with an attribute vector (these attributes are normalized to
prevent any attributes dominating others) and compared with the
other events of the other series. To speed up this process, all the
events present in the time series are clustered, so similar events
belong to the same cluster (two events are similar if the value of
the distance between them is less than a certain threshold). On
the one hand, the clustering process is useful for identifying the
different groups of events. On the other hand, it facilitates the
extraction of the most characteristic events. The aim is to ﬁnd
the clusters in the set that contain events that appear in the highest
number of time series, that is, characteristic events. Clusters of
similar events are analyzed exhaustively in order to extract the
event representative of each cluster. This will be described later.
These extracted representative events are the characteristic
events of S and will be part of the ﬁnal model. Let S = {S1,S2, ... ,Sn}
be a set of n time series and m the typical number of events that
appear in the time series of S. The algorithm for generating a refer-
ence model M representing the set S is as detailed below (for the
purpose of making the algorithm more legible key decisions are
justiﬁed at the end of the algorithm):
Algorithm 2. Time series reference model
Input: S = {S1,S2, ... ,Sn}, where S is a set of n time series and m
the typical number of events that appear in the time series
of S.
Output: M, reference model of S.
M = Ø; //initialize the model
Determine the typical number of events m;
//m is the typical number of events in each time series of S. We
will discuss how
//to determine this value at the end of the algorithmcluster events; //events that appear in time series from S
while m > 0 do
get the most signiﬁcant cluster Gi;
//cluster signiﬁcance is measured using (6)
extract the event EGi that best represents the cluster Gi;
//extract the event that is most representative of cluster Gi, that
is, the event EGi that
//minimizes the distance to the other events in the cluster. Let Sj
be the time series in
//which the event EGi was found
M =M
S
EGi; //add event EGi to the model
mark event EGi as examined;
mark the most similar events to EGi as examined;
//from the cluster Gi obtain, for each time series Si– Sj, the
event Ep from Si that is the //most similar to the representative
event (EGi) output previously. Each Ep will be //represented in
the model by the event EGi and therefore these Ep events will
also be //discarded so as not to be considered in later iterations
m =m  1;
end
return M as a model of the set S;
The most signiﬁcant event clusters, that is, clusters containing
events present in the highest number of time series, have to be
identiﬁed in each iteration. Eq. (6) is used to calculate cluster
signiﬁcance:
SIGNFðGiÞ ¼ #TSðGiÞn ð6Þ
that is, cluster signiﬁcance is given by the number of time series
that have events in that cluster over the total number of time series
n. Events that have already been examined are not taken into
account to calculate the numerator. The most signiﬁcant clusters
are analyzed to output the events that are part of the model. To
do this, the process of identifying the most signiﬁcant cluster is
repeated m times, outputting a representative event and marking
both this representative and similar events in each time series as
examined. With regard to the algorithm, note that:
(a) The algorithm is domain independent and it can be applied
to any domain without any change. Fig. 4 shows a diagram
of the structure of the proposed method that receives a set
of time series S and generates a model M to represent S.
(b) The resulting representative event of the most signiﬁcant
cluster should not be taken into account again for the next
iteration, and it is marked as an already examined event.
(c) As there may be several similar events in each time series, a
cluster may contain more than one event from each time
series. For this reason, clusters that are selected as being
the most signiﬁcant are not omitted in later iterations. The
events already processed are marked as examined and will
not be taken into account in future iterations.
Another important issue is the number of events making up the
model. In this case, we have chosen the mode (m) of the number of
events in the time series of S. This decision is based on the fact that,
logically, a model that represents the original time series contain-
ing a typical number of events m should also have the same num-
ber of eventsm. The typical number of events in the time series of S
may not be unimodally distributed. This could occur especially if
there are not many time series in the set S. For non-unimodal dis-
tributions, we have opted to take the integer value closest to the
mean of the number of events.
The same clustering technique is used in the clustering process
as described in the time series comparison algorithm.
Fig. 4. Diagram of structure of the model generation method.
Fig. 5. Example of the application of the model generation method.
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used by the algorithm for clustering events, selecting representa-
tive events and discarding similar events. The Manhattan distance
is used.
In order to create a reference model of n time series, it is neces-
sary to extract all their events. To do this, all the time series have to
be analyzed, meaning that the complexity of event extraction is
O(N	n), where N is the number of timestamps in the series and n
is the number of time series. The hierarchical clustering algorithm
is run on the extracted events. This has a complexity of O(q2),
where q is the number of events in all the time series. The typical
number of events is then calculated, a process with a complexity of
O(n	q). This process is less costly than clustering, as n 6 q. Finally,
the extraction of the representative events of each signiﬁcant clus-
ter is a process of complexity O(m	k	r), where m is the standard
number of events, k is the number of clusters and r is the mean
number of events in each cluster. Really, k	r is equal to q, meaning
that the complexity of this process is O(m	q), less complex than
clustering, as m < q. Therefore, if we obviate the previous events
identiﬁcation step, the global method has by extension of the clus-
tering process a complexity of O(q2). In any case, square complex-
ity with respect to the number of events is an acceptable
complexity, as N q.
Fig. 5 shows an example of the application of the proposed
method to a set S = {S1, S2, S3, S4} of four time series (n = 4). In this
case, S1 contains two events (E11 and E12, S2 contains two events
(E21 and E22), S3 contains three events (E31, E32 and E33) and ﬁnally
S4 contains two events (E41 and E42). Therefore, the typical number
of events is two (m = 2). The extracted events are clustered into
three different clusters (G1, G2 and G3). Then, the most signiﬁcant
cluster is obtained. To do this, the signiﬁcance of each cluster has
to be calculated according to Eq. (6). In this case, cluster G1 con-
tains events present in three out of the four time series, cluster
G2 has events that appear in one out of the four time series andcluster G3 has events present in four out of the four time series
of S. Hence, the signiﬁcance of G1 is SIGNF(G1) = 34 = 0.75, the signif-
icance of G2 is SIGNF(G2) = 14 = 0.25 and the signiﬁcance of G3 is
SIGNFG(G3) = 44 = 1. Therefore, the most signiﬁcant cluster is G3. In
the next step, event E12 is extracted as the representative event
of cluster G3 because E12 is the event in G3 that minimizes the dis-
tance to the other events in that cluster. Thus, event E12 is a char-
acteristic event of S and will be part of the ﬁnal model M. This
process has to be repeated twice (because m = 2) to build the ﬁnal
model that consists of events E12 and E32.4. Case study: Experimentation in EEG
This section describes the application of the proposed frame-
work in order to classify electroencephalographic time series.
Fig. 6. The 10–20 international system of electrode placement.
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An EEG machine is a device used to create a picture of the
electrical activity of the brain. It has been used for both medical
diagnosis and neurobiological research, particularly for studying
the mind-brain problem by searching neural correlates of mental
activity. The essential components of an EEG machine include elec-
trodes, ampliﬁers, a computer control module, and a display
device. EEG machines are used for a variety of purposes. In medi-
cine, they are used to diagnose such things as seizure disorders,
head injuries, and brain tumors.
EEGs are time-series signals. Real-time information about the
nature of these signals is often required for crucial decision
making.
EEG analysis is a very useful technique for investigating the
activity of the central nervous system. It provides information
related to brain activity based on measurements of electrical
recordings taken on the scalp of the subjects. The information
obtained from an EEG is useful for inferences and studies about
patient health and the effective treatment of many diseases [57].
The EEG signal is one of the most widely used signals in the ﬁeld
of biomedicine, as it provides a wealth of information to the
experts. The relation of EEG signals to human movement and
behavior has been extensively studied in past decades. EEG
analysis has often been used to assist physicians in their diagnostic
procedures, especially for differential disease diagnosis problems.
Intelligent systems methods provide the opportunity to formalize
medical knowledge and standardize several diagnostic procedures
in speciﬁc domains of medicine and to store them in computer sys-
tems [58].
All EEG signals considered in this research were recorded with
the same 128-channel ampliﬁer system, using an average common
reference. The data were digitized at 173.61 samples per second
using 12-bit resolution. Band-pass ﬁlter settings were 0.53–40 Hz
(12 dB/oct). Fig. 6 illustrates typical EEGs.4.2. Data selection and recording
In our research we have used the publicly available data
described in [59], where they compare dynamical properties of
brain electrical activity from different recording regions and from
different physiological and pathological brain states. Using the
nonlinear prediction error and an estimate of an effective correla-
tion dimension in combination with the method of iterative ampli-
tude adjusted surrogate data, they analyze sets of EEG time series.
The complete data set consists of ﬁve sets (denoted A–E), each
containing 100 time series. Sets A and B consisted of time series
taken from surface EEG recordings that were carried out on ﬁve
healthy volunteers. Volunteers were relaxed in an awake-state
with eyes open (A) and eyes closed (B), respectively. Sets C, D,
and E originated from the EEG archive of pre-surgical diagnosis.
The duration of each time series is 24.6 s, and a total of 4097
timestamps were recorded a regular 6 ms intervals. Fig. 7 shows
examples of ﬁve different sets of EEG signals taken from different
subjects [60].4.3. Event feature extraction
EEG devices generate time series that record scalp electrical
activity (voltage) generated by brain structures.
EEG signals contain a series of waves characterized by their
duration and amplitude. In EEG time series it is possible to identify
certain types of special waves that are characteristic of some
neurological pathologies, like epilepsy. Such waves are known as
paroxysmal abnormalities and can be considered as events [61].During this research we have taken into account three kinds of
events:
 Spike wave: a wave whose amplitude is relatively greater than
the other waves in the signal. It has a duration of between 20
and 70 ms.
 Sharp wave: a wave whose amplitude is relatively greater than
the other waves in the signal. It has a duration of between 70
and 200 ms. Fig. 8 shows an example of a sharp wave event.
 Spicule: a sharp wave with an abrupt change of polarity.
The features characterizing these events are as follows:
 Wave duration.
 Wave amplitude.
 Timestamp identifying when the event occurs within the time
series.
An ad hoc method has been implemented to determine event
features (as events extraction is domain dependent, an ad hoc
events characteristics extraction method will have to be imple-
mented to apply the framework proposed here to each particular
domain).
We have used our event deﬁnition language to extract events
from EEG time series. The deﬁnition of events proposed for the
EEG domain is based on the identiﬁcation of points where the
polarity of the signal changes, as shown in Fig. 9. It is necessary
then to identify points where there is a local maximum or mini-
mum whose distance to the polarity change value is greater than
a certain threshold (o). That distance is the amplitude of the event.
The duration of the wave is then calculated by analyzing the two
intersections between the time series and the polarity change
value line. Depending on its duration, the event is classiﬁed as a
spike or a sharp wave, according to expert criteria. Finally, sharp
waves that have an abrupt change of polarity are classiﬁed as spic-
ules [61].
We consulted a panel of three domain experts in order to gather
the above knowledge about events in the ﬁeld of electroencepha-
lography. These experts initially analyzed a total of 65 EEG time
series containing a total of 392 events (249 spike waves, 123 sharp
waves and 20 spicules) for training purposes. The number of events
required to gather the target knowledge will vary depending on
different factors: domain complexity, expert experience, etc., and
the 392 events studied for this domain are considered sufﬁcient.
Fig. 7. Example of ﬁve different sets of EEG signals taken from different subjects.
Fig. 8. Sharp wave event.
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characterized symbolically using the proposed event deﬁnition
language, and the result is shown below.
series EEGseries;
set minim
{
// Filter and retain series minimums
x in min(EEGseries)
such that true
};
set maxim
{
// Filter and retain series maximums
x in max(EEGseries)
such that true
};
event sharpWave
{
peculiar_point in maxim,
start in minim,
end in minimFig. 9. Event taken from an EEG time series.such that (EEGseries.value(peculiar_point) >
mean (EEGseries) + 2.2 ⁄ stdev
(EEGseries)) &&
start == previous (peculiar_point,
minim) &&
end == next (peculiar_point, minim) &&
(end - start)⁄ _sampling period > 0.11
}; // Experts specified factors 2.2 and 0.11
event spikewave
{
peculiar_point in maxim,
start in minim,
end in minim
such that (EEGseries.value(peculiar_point) >
mean (EEGseries) + 2.2 ⁄ stdev
(EEGseries)) &&
start == previous (peculiar_point,
minim) &&
end == next (peculiar_point, minim) &&
(end - start)⁄ _sampling period < 0.11
}; // Experts specified factors 2.2 and 0.11
In the above deﬁnition, we ﬁnd that the time series has only one
dimension (one-dimensional time series). The spicules were
obtained at a later stage by concatenating two previously located
sharp waves.
The proposeddeﬁnition is useful for identifying the three speciﬁc
event types: spike wave, sharp wave and spicule, in this case. The
main advantage is that, once the events have been deﬁned, the pro-
posed framework then automatically identiﬁes events in electroen-
cephalographic time series thanks to the proposed framework.
4.4. Classiﬁcation of EEG time series. Discussion of results
EEG is now outmoded, having made way for other less invasive
and more effective diagnostic tests. However, it is a branch of
knowledge with many sample data published over many years
and has proven to be very valuable from the statistical viewpoint
thanks to the volume, unbiasedness and amplitude of the charac-
terizations of the studied individuals. In this paper, we report a
study of this diagnostic test as proof of concept for validating the
proposed model against other well-known models.
In the study reported in this paper, we have conducted a series
of experiments using 10-fold cross-validation [62].
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sets (denoted A, B, C, D and E), each of which contains 100 EEG time
series. This experiment has focused on sets C (healthy patients
with open eyes) and E (epileptic patients during a seizure). It is
precisely the wealth and availability of these data that has led us
to explore this medical domain as a validation test of the proposed
model. The goal of this evaluation is to determine how precise the
classiﬁcations made using the framework are.
The ﬁrst step is to identify events in the time series by means of
our event identiﬁcation language. This language is a consolidated
and reliable tool that we validated at an earlier stage of our
research [5].
Then, we had to create two reference models, one for each class
(Mhealthy and Mepileptic). The ﬁrst model (Mhealthy) was created from a
training set composed of 90 of the 100 time series in the set of
healthy patients (C). The other 10 patients formed the test set.
The second model (Mepileptic) was created from a training set com-
posed of 90 of the 100 time series in the set of epileptic patients
(E). The other 10 patients formed the test set. The patients from
the test sets were selected at random. Table 6 shows the events
of both models built with our framework and their characteristics.
Both created models were evaluated by checking whether
Mhealthy adequately ﬁts the group of healthy patients and whether
Mepileptic is representative of the epileptic patients group. To do this,
we classiﬁed the 20 individuals in the test set according to their
similarity to the two created models (this similarity value has been
determined using the time series comparison method).
This entire process has been repeated 10 times, varying the
training and test sets and obtaining the results reported in Table 7.
Other techniques have been used to classify EEG time series in
the past. In [63], the author proposed a neural network system
called AFINN (Adaptive Fuzzy Inference Neural Network) that is
applied to the same EEG data set as we used in these experiments.
AFINN, which is shown in Fig. 10, is a neural network composed of
ﬁve layers. The ﬁrst two layers, L1 and L2, are equivalent to the IF
part of the fuzzy rules, whereas layers L3 and L4 contain informa-
tion on the THEN part of the rules. Layer L5 is the output layer.
Table 7 offers a comparison of the results of classifying individ-
uals in the C (healthy) and E (epileptic) sets using the proposed
knowledge discovery framework, the AFINN system and the multi-
layer perceptron. The perceptron achieved its best result using
three layers with three neurons in the input layer, one neuron in
the output layer and two neurons in the middle layer. A classical
sigmoidal activation function and learning was by backpropaga-
tion using the mean square error as a measure of global cost.
Generally, all the methods return satisfactory results and cor-
rectly classify a high percentage of patients. We ﬁnd that the rate
of erroneous diagnoses (false-negatives) returned by the frame-
work for epileptic patients is 4%, which is an improvement on
the results of the multilayer perceptron but is worse than the
AFINN system. On the other hand, the rate of false-positives (posi-
tive diagnoses in healthy patients) is 8%, which is worse than theTable 6
Reference models generated by the framework for EEG.
Model #Event Type
Mhealthy 1 Spike wave
2 Spike wave
3 Spike wave
4 Sharp wave
Mepileptic 1 Spike wave
2 Spike wave
3 Spike wave
4 Spike wave
5 Sharp wave
6 Sharp waveother two methods, but is considered a reasonable or low-risk
error rate. The confusion matrix shown in Table 8 summarizes
these data.
Taking Table 8 as a starting point and analyzing the time series
for epileptic patients incorrectly classiﬁed by our framework, the
medical experts partnering this research found that they corre-
spond to patients suffering a type of epilepsy characterized by
minor (known as petit mal) or moderate seizures (known as com-
plex partial seizures). A feature of these time series is that they
have a lower incidence of events and are therefore hard to catego-
rize using our approach, which explicitly focuses on processing
perceptible events. The correctly classiﬁed time series, on the other
hand, mostly correspond to patients that have a type of epilepsy
characterized by severe or generalized seizures, known as tonic-
clonic grand mal seizures (International Statistical Classiﬁcation of
Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD), Diseases of the nervous
system (G40.6)). These time series are characterized by a high inci-
dence of events caused by a high nervous system electrical activity.
Additionally, erroneous diagnoses by the AFINN model and the
multilayer perceptron were, according to the medical experts,
higher for this type of patients. Hence, we conjectured that our
framework is better able to diagnose this type of disease than
the other existing models, and we ran part two of the study to test
this hypothesis.
In part 2 of the study, an independent expert selected patients
from sets A, B, D and E suffering from grand mal epilepsy. The
expert selected 100 cases that were absolutely certain to have
the disease (classiﬁed as G40.6 according to ICD-10) and formed
a new set of patients called F. Before using the data as model input,
we ran a study of the sample to assure that the new sets C and F
were not biased with respect to the studied quantitative and qual-
itative characteristics of each individual (this was unnecessary for
the well-known sets A–E as they were test bench data that had
been used and validated on many occasions). As set F was put
together from different public data sets, this previous analysis is
necessary to assure that the statistical study is reliable.
Sets C and F are of identical size, and a Tukey HSD test for post
hoc comparisons to study possible signiﬁcant differences in the
sample and its homogeneous subsets is unnecessary. In its place,
we ran an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to try to explain the
qualitative variable epilepsy diagnosis = positive/negative in terms
of the characterization of each individual in the study. This analysis
aims to:
1. Check the occurrence of each study variable (age, sex, medical
record, medical history, etc.) in each set (C and F) to assure that
the sets are homogeneous with respect to the above variables,
and the only statistically signiﬁcant difference is the epilepsy
diagnosis. Table 9 shows the result of the ANCOVA analysis ana-
lyzing each factor or study variable according to an orthogonal
sum of squares (Type III) analysis. The Pr > F column indicates
that the explanatory variables are not biased, as their valuesDuration (ms) Amplitude #Timestamp
35 80 2467
23 78 45
31 94 765
78 105 3012
45 90 1246
65 85 586
53 e 2549
55 103 3456
98 136 2045
102 148 3953
Table 7
Comparison of the EEG classiﬁcation results of the different methods.
Patient type #Patients Knowledge discovery
framework in time series (%)
AFINN (%) Multilayer perceptron (%)
Epileptic 100 96 97.96 95.86
Healthy 100 92 98.12 94.98
Fig. 10. Structure of AFINN neural network.
Table 8
Confusion matrix for EEG data.
Epileptic Healthy
Epileptic 96 4
Healthy 8 92
Table 9
Analysis of covariance of type sum of squares (Type III).
Source DF Sum of squares Mean squares F Pr > F
Age 2 0.635 0.317 0.874 0.754
Gender 1 0.478 0.478 0.954 0.861
Medical record 35 0.714 0.020 0.698 0.652
Medical history 20 0.221 0.011 0.983 0.873
Medication 12 0.324 0.027 0.897 0.791
Table 10
Goodness of ﬁt statistics.
Statistic Value
Observations 200
Sum of weights 200
DF 135
R2 0.016
Adjusted R2 0.001
MSE 0.125
RMSE 0.353
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individuals in the two sets, C and F, are comparable with respect
to age, gender, record, etc.
2. Check the impact of each measured variable on patient diagno-
sis. Using a highly imprecise regression model for predicting the
above variable, it is possible to assure that the sample is heter-
ogeneous enough with respect to patient characteristics. This
adds value to the model classiﬁcation. In Table 10, we show
the result of the regression model inferred by the ANCOVA anal-
ysis. The values R2 and adjusted R2 are very low, close to 0%.
This means that the regression model is only able to classify
1.6% of patients (a value directly extracted from R2. The impact
of the explanatory variables on the ﬁnal diagnosis is very low,
and the sample of the sets C and F is heterogeneous. The model
will make diagnoses whose effectiveness are unaffected by age,
sex, medical record, etc.
We replicated the experiment conducted earlier on sets C and E
using sets C and F on this new sample. Note that the events iden-
tiﬁed in this second experiment, composed of a subset of the time
series, were the same as those identiﬁed in the ﬁrst experiment on
those series.
We created two modelsMhealthy andMepileptic using the sample of
100 individuals of each type as earlier: 90 patients to build the
model and 10 to test the model, selected at random.
Again, we repeated the experiment 10 times, varying the train-
ing and test sets. The results of this experiment are reported in
Table 11, showing the mean number of well-classiﬁed elements
in each set, the standard deviation and error, the 95% conﬁdence
intervals for the mean, and the minimum and maximum number
of well-classiﬁed patients across 10 iterations.Table 12 reports a comparison of the results of classifying indi-
viduals of sets C (healthy) and F (grand mal epileptics, classiﬁed in
ICD-10 as G40.6) using the proposed knowledge discovery frame-
work, AFINN system and multilayer perceptron.
Comparing the results of Table 7 (original experiment that
includes all the healthy and epileptic patients) with the results in
Tables 11 and 12 (second part of the experiment that includes
the healthy patients and only the grand mal epilepsy patients),
we ﬁnd that, in the second case, the results of our framework are
more accurate than the other analyzed proposals. This is because
the patients with grand mal epilepsy exhibit marked and very
isolated events in their time series, a condition to which our frame-
work is especially well adapted.
Apart from the neural network-based approaches, the state of
the art also describes special-purpose techniques for classifying
time series. They include techniques based on the k-nearest neigh-
bor algorithm. It is usual practice in this approach to use a measure
of distance based on end-to-end differences among the series. The
above experiments were repeated using this approach and result-
ing accuracy rates were close to 50%. This algorithm behaves like a
random classiﬁcation system. This is because, parts of the time ser-
ies that are potentially of no interest to experts are considered in
the analysis instead of being ﬁltered out.
In search of the applicability of the nearest neighbor algorithm
in EEG time series, we have used our special-purpose distance
measure for time series with events. In this case, we have repeated
the experiments described in Tables 7 and 12, achieving an accu-
racy rate much greater than 50% but less than 80% in the best case
(for k = 7). This is because the nearest neighbors of each series to be
classiﬁed do not necessarily contain the most representative
events of each class. This circumstance suggests the need for an
introspective analysis of time series events in such domains.
On the other hand, the Shapelets-based technique has the draw-
back of generating a single segment representing each class. That
segment does not necessarily match any fragment of interest to
the expert. Additionally, a reference model is generally composed
of several representative segments (events) that are not necessarily
Table 11
Descriptive statistics for the dependent variable diagnosis in the 10 EEG study iterations.
Set N Mean Std. dev. Std. error 95% Conﬁdence interval for mean Minimum Maximum
Lower bound Upper bound
Epileptic G40.6 100 99.863 1.491 0.087 99.547 99.926 98 100
Healthy 100 98.110 1.347 0.183 97.689 98.659 97 100
Table 12
Comparison of the classiﬁcation of grand mal patients obtained by different methods.
Patient type #Patients Knowledge discovery
framework in time series (%)
AFINN (%) Multilayer perceptron (%)
Epileptic G40.6 100 99.86 96.26 96.61
Healthy 100 98.11 95.12 93
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the experiments conducted on our data was at most 62%.
The accuracy of our proposal was greater than the other ana-
lyzed methods in the case of grand mal epilepsy. These are very
important results as grand mal epilepsy is the most frequent type
of severe epilepsy among the population. It is also more harmful
to sufferers, as they tend to lose consciousness, collapse, suffer
muscle spasms and may even die as a result of injuries from falls
or oxygen starvation of the brain because they swallow their
own tongue.5. Case study: Experimentation in stabilometry
This section describes the application of the proposed frame-
work for classifying stabilometric time series.
5.1. Domain
Stabilometry is the branch of medicine responsible for examin-
ing balance in human beings. Balance and dizziness disorders are
probably two of the most common illnesses that physicians have
to deal with. Around 30% of population suffers from some kind of
dizziness disorder before the age of 65 [64].
Balance is examined using a device, called a posturograph. The
patient stands on a platform and completes a series of tests. These
tests have been designed to isolate the main sensorial, motor and
biomechanical components that contribute to balance [60].
The posturograph generates a time-series signal, where the
main information is normally conﬁned to events.
5.2. Data selection and recording
A static Balance Master posturograph has been used throughout
this research. In a static posturograph, the platform on which the
patient stands does not move. The platform has four sensors, one
at each of the four corners: right-front (RF), left-front (LF), right-
rear (RR) and left-rear (LR). Each sensor records a datum every
10 ms during the test. This datum is sent to the computer con-
nected to the posturograph. The datum is the intensity of the pres-
sure that the patient is exerting on that sensor. Data are recorded
as four-dimensional time series (one dimension for each sensor).
The Balance Master posturograph can be used to run a wide
range of tests according to a predeﬁned protocol. This research
has focused on the Unilateral Stance (UNI) test that is the most
useful for domain experts (physicians) in terms of output informa-
tion. The UNI test aims to measure how well the patient is able to
keep his or her balance when standing on one leg with either botheyes open or both eyes closed for 10 s. The UNI test generates time-
series signals containing events, that is, regions of special interest
for experts in the domain [64].
This research has been carried out on time series from a set of
healthy patients, including both genders. In this paper, we have
used 56 stabilometric time series with 1000 timestamps. The data
set was divided into two classes according to patient gender: Male
and Female. Of the 56 time series, 38 belong to male patients and
18, to female patients.5.3. Feature extraction of events
The ideal situation for the UNI test would be for the patient not
to wobble at all but to keep a steady stance throughout the test.
According to the knowledge extracted from expert physicians,
the interesting events in this test occur when the patient becomes
unsteady, loses balance and puts the lifted leg down on the plat-
form. This type of event is known in the domain as a fall, and there
could be several falls throughout the same time series (the subject
can lose and regain balance any number of times). The features
characterizing falls are as follows: Duration of the fall; Intensity
of the fall; and Timestamp at which the event occurs. When there
is a fall, the respective sensors for the lifted leg will register the
pressure increase. We have used our event deﬁnition language to
extract events from stabilometric time series. Events in the
stabilometric domain are deﬁned by calculating the mode of the
time series related to the lifted leg. This value represents the bal-
ance value as shown in Fig. 11. It is necessary to identify points
where there is a local maximum whose distance to the balance
value is greater than a threshold (o). That distance is precisely
the intensity of the fall. The duration of the fall is then calculated
by analyzing the two intersections between the time series and
the balance value line. The timestamp at which the event starts
is the ﬁrst intersection between the time series and the balance
value line [60].
We consulted a panel of three experts in the domain in order to
gather the above knowledge about the events in the ﬁeld of stabil-
ometry. The experts stated the importance of the morphological
characterization of the events (deﬁned by duration and amplitude),
as well as the time of event occurrence. These experts analyzed 60
time series containing a total of 307 events. The number of events
necessary for gathering the target knowledge will vary depending
on several factors, like domain complexity, expert experience, etc.,
and 307 are considered sufﬁcient for this domain.
Based on the stated training, the events were deﬁned and
characterized symbolically using the proposed event deﬁnition
language, and the results are shown below.
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series lf;
series lr;
series rf;
series rr;
set cand1
{
x in lf
such that
(x in max(lr))
&& ($ y in max(lf) such that abs(x-y) < TIME AXIS
THR)
&& ($ z in min(rf) such that abs(x-z) < TIME AXIS
THR)
&& ($ w in min(rr) such that abs(x-w) < TIME AXIS
THR)
}; // The TIME AXIS THR is elicited from the expert
set cand2
{
y in cand1
such that
((lf.value(y) + lr.value(y)) – (mod(lf) +
mod(lr))) > INTENSITY THR
}; // The INTENSITY THR is elicited from the expert
set intersec
{
z in lf
such that
lf.value(z) == mod(lf)
};
event fall
{
peculiar_point in cand2,
start in intersec,
end in intersec
such that
(previous(peculiar_point,intersec) == start)
&& (next(peculiar_point,intersec) == end)
};
In the above deﬁnition (explained in detail in [5]), we ﬁnd that
the time series contains four dimensions, one for each of the four
sensors used by the stabilometric platform to record time series.
We observe that the proposed language is powerful enough to
establish conditions that interrelate the different dimensions and
is, therefore, able to identify the events of this type of multidimen-
sional time series.
The proposed deﬁnition is useful for identifying a speciﬁc type
of event: fall in this case. The main advantage is that, once the
event has been deﬁned, the proposed framework will automati-
cally identify falls in stabilometric time series.Fig. 11. Fall event taken from a stabilometric time series.5.4. Classiﬁcation of stabilometric time series. Discussion of results
We applied our framework to a second domain, stabilometry, in
order to conﬁrm the promising results obtained in the ﬁrst case
study. This is another domain where time series contain events.
In this case too, a series of experiments were conducted with
the 70 stabilometric times series considered, divided into two
groups: Male (40 time series) and Female (30 time series). Accord-
ing to experts, the balance of men is different to the balance of
women, and this is one of the reasons that led us to use this data
set to test the classiﬁcation capability of our framework. Another
reason for using this data set is that it has also been studied previ-
ously by other authors who applied the AFINN neural network for
classiﬁcation purposes [60]. Stabilometric time series classiﬁcation
is potentially very useful in sports medicine for, for example, rec-
ommending sports for young athletes, diagnosing possible bal-
ance-related diseases, etc.
For validation purposes, we ﬁrst identiﬁed the events in the
times series by means of our event identiﬁcation language. This
language proved to be a reliable tool for identifying stabilometric
events. In [5], we describe the language evaluation process where
the system was applied to 1620 stabilometric time series of real
patients and was found to have a reliability rate of 98%. During
the validation, we asked the panel of stabilometric experts to iden-
tify the events in those series and we then applied our technique to
do the same thing. For each time series, we have measured the
accuracy of our proposal using Eq. (1) that measures the degree
of similarity (SIM_Exp_Lang) between the number of events identi-
ﬁed by the expert (#EvExp) and by our language (#EvLang). Note that
this formula offers a normalized result in the interval [0,1], where
1 indicates a total coincidence between the number of events
identiﬁed by the expert and by the language. The worst case is
when the expert locates events in a series and our system does
not identify any:SIM Exp Lang ¼ 1 j#EvExp #EvLangj
#EvExp
ð7Þ
From a global analysis of the 1620 time series, we found that
there is good match between the experts (who identiﬁed 8618 in
the time series) and the proposed language (which identiﬁed
9137), as shown by the mean similarity, which is greater than
98%, between the expert and language (Table 13). This value is very
close to the ideal [5].
After identifying the events, we built two reference models for
our study, one for each class (Mmale and Mfemale). Table 14 shows
the events (falls) present in the two models built using our frame-
work and their characteristics.
As in the EEG domain, we applied the 10-fold cross-validation
technique. In each of the 10 iterations, we used four time series
from the Male group as a test set (a total of 40 classiﬁcations)
and the other 36 were used as a training set. On the other hand,
three times series from the Female group formed the test set in
each of the 10 iterations (a total of 30 classiﬁcations), whereas
the other 27 were part of the training set. Table 15 compares the
results with the AFINN neural network and the multilayer percep-
tron on the same data set. The perceptron conﬁguration was the
same as described for the previous domain.Table 13
Global results of the application of the events deﬁnition language to the stabilometric
domain.
#Series #EvExp #EvLang SIM Exp Lang
1620 5.32 5.64 0.981
Table 14
Reference models built by the framework for stabilometry.
Model #Event Duration (ms) Intensity #Timestamp
Mmale 1 945 104 423
2 567 95 693
3 1453 127 158
Mfemale 1 655 99 620
2 892 102 246
Table 15
Comparison of the stabilometric classiﬁcation results.
Patient
type
#Patients Knowledge
discovery framework
in time series (%)
AFINN
(%)
Multilayer
perceptron
(%)
Male 40 97.5 94.3 92.5
Female 30 96.7 95 93.3
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proposals. The confusion matrix shown in Table 16 shows that
there are two time series incorrectly classiﬁed by our framework.
These time series were contrasted with experts in the stabilometric
domain, conﬁrming that they can be considered as outlier time ser-
ies in their class.
As in the ﬁrst case study, the classiﬁcation performance of the
existing methods of time series classiﬁcation in the simulations
was more or less random. The greatest accuracy for k-nearest
neighbors (for k = 5) and for Shapelets was less than 75% and
around 55%, respectively.
With respect to neural network-based methods, the experi-
ments conﬁrm that our proposal has the following advantages over
classical learning approaches:
 Our proposal is more accurate than classical approaches in cases
where the time series contain few isolated events. Precisely, this
is the open problem described in the introduction and that our
proposal aims to solve.Table 16
Confusion matrix for stabilometric data.
Male Female
Male 39 1
Female 1 29
Fig. 12. Tracing of part of an electrocardiogram, showing the P and T waves and the
QRS complex. The proposed framework not only offers good time series
classiﬁcation results but also generates reference models that
can be interpreted by experts. These models are useful in the
decision making process and help to ﬁnd out more about the
domain in question. Classical approaches are useful for classiﬁ-
cation purposes, but offer no such models.
 The models generated with our proposal can be used not only
for classiﬁcation but for other many data mining tasks, like,
for example, outlier detection, clustering, etc.
6. Applicability of the proposed framework
In this paper we propose a data mining framework for time ser-
ies containing events. In particular, our framework can be used to
classify time series.
Assuming that the information of interest in the time series
under analysis is concentrated in certain regions of interest
(events), there is no other framework-speciﬁc constraint on its
applicability.
There are several general aspects related to the applicability of
our proposal:
 With respect to the need to consult application domain experts,
the only domain-dependent part of our framework is the deﬁni-
tion of events, which are, however, easy to deﬁne thanks to the
proposed language, as the experience of the medical experts
that participated in this research showed. The remainder of
the framework is domain independent.
 With respect to the number of events in the time series, the
experiments conducted appear to suggest that our framework
performs well irrespective of the number of events. Perfor-
mance was found to be more accurate in time series with not
many,1 prominent2 events. Although length is not a factor limit-
ing the applicability of our framework, it does bear a relationship
to the number of events (the number of events will, in all logic, be
smaller for shorter lengths). The results for time series with not
many, prominent events are better because, if there are a lot of
events, some events are more likely to be overlooked during iden-
tiﬁcation (according to the knowledge elicited from experts). In
such cases, some events are not considered as events because
they do not meet the minimum conditions. However, some such
events are borderline. The use of soft computing techniques could
help to solve this problem, which we will address in future
research.
 With respect to time series dimensionality, the experiments
conﬁrm that the framework is applicable to both one-
dimensional (EEG) and multidimensional (stabilometry) time
series.
 With respect to the possible periodicity of the time series
events, there is no limitation regarding the applicability of our
framework. The experts identify the conditions characterizing
events and our system locates the events irrespective of
whether or not they are periodic. A characteristic identifying
the number of occurrences of each event in a periodic series
of events could be incorporated in order to enrich the events.
The framework would not need to be altered because of its
generality and ﬂexibility with respect to the number of events
(as many as necessary depending on the domain).
According to the above, the proposed framework can be applied
in many areas, both within and outside medicine. In the medical1 According to our experiments, when the length of the events is less than 30% of
the total length of the time series.
2 According to our experiments, when the amplitude or intensity of the event is
greater than 25% of the total range of the possible time series values.
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example, electrocardiograms that contain periodic events. An elec-
trocardiogram is the tracing output by an electrocardiograph mea-
suring the electrical activity of the heart. The standard tracing of an
electrocardiogram recording a normal heartbeat is a periodical
sequence of a P wave, a QRS complex and a T wave (see Fig. 12).
These are precisely the three event types to be located.
The aim of the P and T waves is to identify relatively low max-
imums. The event starts at the previous and ends at the next inter-
section of the time series with the mode. On the other hand, the
aim in the case of the QRS complex is to ﬁnd very high maximums
(R), which are preceded by a relatively low minimum (Q) and fol-
lowed by a relatively low minimum (S). A possible deﬁnition of
events for this domain would be as follows.
// Time series definition
series cardio;
// Search points R, which are points where there is a
// local maximum at which the value of the time
series is further than
// a certain threshold (THR1) from the mode of the
series
set r
{
x in max(cardio)
such that
abs(cardio.value(x) – mode(cardio)) > THR1
};
// Search points P and T (which will be
differentiated
// later on), which are the points where there is a
local maximum
// at which the value of the time series is further
than a certain
// threshold (THR2) from the mode of the series
set pt
{
y in max(cardio)
such that
abs(cardio.value(y) – mode(cardio)) > THR2
};
// Search points Q and ST (which will be
differentiated
// later on), which are the points where there is a
local minimum
// at which the value of the time series is further
than a certain
// threshold (THR2) from the mode of the series
set qs
{
y in min(cardio)
such that
abs(cardio.value(y) – mode(cardio)) > THR2
};
// Refine and extract points P from the set pt
// Points P are those points of pt such that the
previous point of pt
// is at a sufficient temporal distance to be
considered the point
// T of the previous heartbeat
set p
{
x in pt
such that
!isfirst(x,pt) &&abs(cardio.value(x) –
cardio.value(previous(x,pt))) > 2⁄THR2
};
// Refine and extract points T from the set pt
// Points T are those points of pt such that the next
point of pt
// is at a sufficient temporal distance to be
considered the point
// P of the next heartbeat
set t
{
x in pt
such that
!islast(x,pt) &&
abs(cardio.value(x) –
cardio.value(next(x,pt))) > 2⁄THR2
};
// Refine and extract points Q from the set qs
// Points Q are the points of qs such that the next
point of qs
// is close enough to be considered the point S of
the same
// heartbeat
set q
{
x in qs
such that
!islast(x,qs) &&
abs(next(x,qs) - x) < UMB3
};
// Refine and extract points S from the set qs
// Points S are the points of qs such that the
previous point qs
// is close enough to be considered the point Q of
the same
// heartbeat
set s
{
x in qs
such that
!isfirst(x,qs) &&
abs(x – previous(x,qs)) < THR3
};
// Extract the intersections of the mode
set intersec
{
x in cardio
such that
cardio.value(x) == mode(cardio)
};
// Extract events P, whose peculiar point is one of
the
// points of set P and starts and ends at the
// previous and next intersections with the mode
event p
{
peculiar_point in p, start in intersec, end in
intersec
such that
previous (peculiar_point,intersec) == start
&& next(peculiar_point,intersec) == end
};
// Extract events T, whose peculiar point is one of
the
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// the previous and next intersections with the
// mode
event t
{
peculiar_point in t, start in intersec, end in
intersec
such that
previous(peculiar_point, intersec) == start
&& next(peculiar_point, intersec) == end
};
// Extract events QRS, whose peculiar point is one of
the
// points of R and starts at the previous point Q
// and ends at the next
// point S
event qrs
{
peculiar_point in r, start in q, end in s
such that
previous(peculiar_point,q) == start
&& next(peculiar_point,s) == end
};
Three thresholds (THR1, THR2 and THR3), whose value had to be
determined by the domain expert, were used in this deﬁnition.
Based on this events deﬁnition, our framework could be used to
characterize a particular heart complaint, provided that the elec-
trocardiogram provided relevant information in this respect.
7. Conclusions and future work
We have developed a framework for classifying medical time
series where key information is concentrated in speciﬁc regions
of the series, called events, whereas the other regions of the series
are irrelevant. The proposed schema is able to deﬁne events
according to the knowledge extracted from domain experts.Fig. 13. Implementation of the proposed fraThe time series analysis techniques identiﬁed in the literature
do not address this problem, as they analyze the whole time series.
The main contribution of this research is the proposal of a frame-
work that addresses the open problem of knowledge extraction
from time series that contain events. Speciﬁcally, our framework
provides functionality for: (1) comparing two time series that con-
tain events, and (2) creating reference models from a set of time
series. Elsewhere [5], we have reported an event deﬁnition lan-
guage capable of identifying such events. Combining these three
contributions, our framework has many potential uses in medical
data mining, like classiﬁcation of one-dimensional and multidi-
mensional medical time series that contain events. Unlike other
approaches that require major ad hoc low-level changes for each
particular domain, the proposed time series analysis framework
is, for the most part, generally applicable.
The method was evaluated on EEG and stabilometric time ser-
ies, obtaining very satisfactory results, especially as regards the
representativeness and accuracy of the reference models generated
by the proposed method. Fig. 13 shows a screenshot of the imple-
mentation to test the framework in the stabilometric domain.
Fig. 13 shows the reference model time series obtained for a group
of patients. The features of the event highlighted on the time series
chart are listed in the table above. The results conﬁrmed that the
proposed framework has a lot of potential as a classiﬁer of EEG
and stabilometric signals. The created reference models are poten-
tially a very useful aid for medical experts diagnosing epileptic and
balance-related disorders.
We have run experiments to compare our proposal with classi-
cal learning approaches based on neural networks. The results of
our proposal were more accurate in both analyzed domains, and
especially if there are not many events in the time series. Addition-
ally, unlike the analyzed approaches, our proposal offers models
that experts are able to interpret and can use for many other pur-
poses apart from classiﬁcation like, for example, outlier detection
or time series clustering.
We have also conducted a comparative analysis of our proposal
against other time series analysis techniques like, for example,
time series classiﬁcation techniques based on the nearest neighbormework for the stabilometric domain.
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framework and the need to use special-purpose techniques for
extracting knowledge from time series that contain events.
One of the future research lines is concerned with event identi-
ﬁcation. One important aspect related to events deﬁnition is to
determine the conditions that decide whether or not something
is an event in a particular domain. In many domains, it is hard, if
not impossible, to make such a distinction. The use of fuzzy logic
looks to be both interesting and useful possibility for addressing
this research line [60,65,66]. Using fuzzy logic, we would be able
to build the concept of event certainty into the framework. This
concept would indicate how sure we are about a region of the time
series being an event [5]. The concept of certainty would lead to
richer reference models where more importance would be
attached to the more certain events. Additionally, when comparing
two time series, the more certain events would carry more weight
for determining the similarity between the time series in question.
Another research line on which we are working is the creation
of an adequacy panel to enable experts to supervise the mecha-
nisms for comparing time series and building reference models.
It is expected that, thanks to this mechanism, we will be able to
ﬁnd possible discrepancies between the decisions made by our
framework and determined by experts. The goal of this panel is
to gather feedback from experts in order to adapt the proposed
algorithms.
Finally, although the results compared with the other tech-
niques are good, it is necessary to increase the number of reference
domains in order to conclude that, statistically speaking, our
method signiﬁcantly outperforms the other analyzed proposals.
To do this, we intend in the future to extend our proposal to a suf-
ﬁcient number n of domains (ideally, nP 30) on which carry out
speciﬁc statistical tests to conﬁrm this point.
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